Itinerary is Subject to Change.

•
Welcome to Israel! Upon arrival, proceed through Passport Control, Immigration and
Baggage Claim before making your own way to the Carlton Hotel in Tel Aviv, Israel’s
cultural center and most cosmopolitan city. After checking in, take some time to
unpack and unwind before enjoying lunch at the hotel.
Tel Aviv

This afternoon, take a special tour of the trendy Neve Tzedek, Tel Aviv’s first
neighborhood, built in 1909 when it was home to many artists and writers. It faced
neglect in following years but regained its original charm in the 1980’s with the
establishment of new restaurants, galleries and designer shops.
Continue to the Nahalat Binyamin Crafts Fair for a festival of arts, crafts, pottery and
street performances. Pass through the Carmel Market, the most famous market in TelAviv, and capture all the liveliness and vibrancy of this bustling economic focal point.
Carmel Market

Afterward, head to Old Jaffa for a walking tour of this 8,000 year-old port city.
Overnight, Carlton Hotel, Tel Aviv

•
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before checking out and heading north for the day. Make
your first stop in Ein Hod to explore the local artist colony; meet local artists, visit
several galleries, and document the whole experience with your photographic lens.
Ein Hod Artist Colony

Enjoy a light lunch on the road before arriving at the Atlit Illegal Immigration Camp, a
historical site that was once used as a detention camp to imprison thousands of Jewish
immigrants upon their arrival in Israel. See how JNF helped restore the camp into a
modern-day interactive, educational museum.
Proceed to Haifa and take in the breathtaking panoramic view from the Baha’i
Gardens. Take advantage of this perfect picture-taking opportunity at a UNESCO World
Heritage Site that is described as the “eighth wonder of the world.” This evening,
enjoy Shabbat dinner at the hotel.
Baha’i Gardens

Overnight, Kibbutz HaGoshrim, Galilee
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•
Today will be spent at leisure in honor of Shabbat. Consider attending optional Shabbat
services or simply relaxing at the hotel.
Overnight, Kibbutz HaGoshrim, Galilee
Birds migrating at the Hula Valley

•
Start the day at the Hula Valley, a nature reserve that hosts hundreds of thousands of
migrating birds in need of rest and nourishment during the winter. See why BBC
Wildlife, a renowned British nature magazine, declared the Hula Lake Park as “one of
the most important photography and observation sites in the world.”
Gamla Nature Reserve

Continue to the Golan Heights’ Gamla Nature Reserve and experience all the majesty
of these historical remains. Visit the rare Griffon vulture’s nest in the Gamla’s cliffs,
which are home to the largest vulture colony in the country.
This afternoon, enjoy a picturesque boat ride on the Kinneret, Israel’s only freshwater
lake and largest source of drinking water. Afterward, head back to the hotel for dinner
and a group meeting during which you will review the day’s activities.

Lake Kinneret
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Overnight, Kibbutz HaGoshrim, Galilee

•
Start the day at Zippori National Park, a partially restored 4,500-seat Roman theater
that inhabits the ruins of a talmudic city. Take in the beautiful view from atop the
Crusaders fort, tour the Nile house, and get a firsthand look at famed mosaics such as
the "Mona Lisa of the Galilee" and fifth-century synagogue floor.
Zippori National Park

This afternoon, tour the Old City of Akko, one of the oldest, continuously inhabited
cities in Israel. With its fascinating historical heritage and handful of authentic
landmarks, it is easy to see why UNESCO designated this unique region as a World
Heritage Site.
Proceed to the ancient Caesarea; explore the amazing Roman and Crusader ruins,
including the impressive theater and aqueduct.

Old City of Akko

Overnight, Dan Hotel, Caesarea

•
Today will be spent exploring the urban, ethnic, and religious facets of Jerusalem.
Spend the day touring the Old City, experiencing all the vibrancy of “The Shuk”
marketplace, the religious significance of the ancient churches, and the compelling
history of the Jewish Quarter.
The Shuk

Overnight, Inbal Hotel, Jerusalem
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•
Head south to Ein Gedi this morning, making your first stop at the Dead Sea. Float in
the buoyant waters of Earth’s lowest elevation point on land while experiencing the
therapeutic effects of the saltiest water in the world.

Floaters in the Dead Sea

Visit the Ein Gedi Reserve and hike along the stunning Nahal David trail, believed to
be the site where King David hid from the wrath of Saul some three-thousand years
ago. Trek along the stream, passing numerous pools and small waterfalls before
reaching the grand upper waterfall.
Ascend to Masada, a declared “World Heritage Site” and the last stronghold of the
Zealots in their struggle against the Romans. Afterward, return to Jerusalem and enjoy
dinner on your own.

Nahal David waterfall

Overnight, Inbal Hotel, Jerusalem

•
Engage in tree planting at JNF’s Harvey Hertz Ceremonial Tree Planting Center at
Neot Kedumim, where you will have the opportunity to contribute to JNF’s ongoing
afforestation efforts in Israel.
Enjoy a farewell dinner at a local restaurant before transferring to the airport for
Neot Kedumim
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return flights to the USA.

